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Photography
Frank Zurey "Mom Helping Calf Swim the
Yellowstone River"
The image of the swimming American Bison pair conveys the
essential nature of wildlife. The younger animal is being
carefully escorted through the water by an older animal,
probably its mother. This depiction of maternal care brings
home the interior feelings of the animals through a
wonderfully captured photograph of the scene.
– Fred Lord, photo judge

Writing
Richard Holmes "Am I Really Retired?"
Though this is a very brief essay, it stands out for the authenticity of the writer’s voice as he reveals himself to the reader. Showing your
vulnerabilities is frightening, causing many writers to avoid it, thus losing an opportunity for strong connection to the reader. When a writer
opens up authentically, as this writer does, it is a strong tool to engage readers. – Mary Taylor Young, writing judge
(Ed. Note: Read Richard’s essay on our website: https://rmowp.org/category/writing-contest-results/)

Staying Connected
By Don Laine

As faithful readers of RMOWP's newsletters will recall, in
the September-October newsletter President Virginia Staat
asked us to send a few words about what we’ve been doing
since we won’t be sharing our experiences face-to-face at a
conference this year. I followed up with a few emails, and
Virginia and I are pleased with the response. We trust that you
are all healthy and active, and invite you to keep in touch
with your fellow RMOWPers by sending tales of your
adventures, with photos when possible, to info@rmowp.org.
We’ll be happy to pass them along.
Kent Taylor of Richardson,
Texas, emailed, "Through
pandemic time, feeding the
birds that arrive in our
backyard has provided some
good entertainment and
learning. I’m rather late to
the birding world but have
enjoyed it immensely.
Keeping with the bird
theme, my wife Laura, newly

retired from her career as a choir teacher, started a custom
cookie business this year called Sugarbird Cookies
(Instagram). When the occasional flub-up occurs with icing,
something’s got to be done with the left-overs. That’s where
I come in. Good teamwork and a glass or two of milk."
We can always depend on Ron Belak of Kittredge, Colorado
(www.ronbelak.com), to provide an entertaining story or
two, and he did not disappoint:
"This past summer, I discovered that COVID can kill
trout. It doesn't kill them directly, but all the office and
business closures during the pandemic put more anglers on
the water, and not all practice catch-and-release. Also, the
reluctance to travel far and wide during the summer
increased angling pressure on streams and rivers where trout
had pre-existing conditions. That is, they were stressed by
the lower water levels and higher temperatures brought
about by the Colorado drought. Despite many being
released, I'm sure more than normal did not survive.
"So I ventured deeper into the backcountry, mostly fishing
high elevation lakes that were little impacted by the drought.
Although there were significantly more people there than in
past years, few were fishing, and I had a great season fishing
up high."
Among high-country lakes Ron fished were Crater and
Lyle lakes. He tells us, "The trip to Lyle Lake was a story in
Cont. on p. 4
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While ours might be one of the more bizarre “what did you
do over the summer” experiences, I’m certain we all have
something to share… and that brings us to the point of this
month’s president’s column.
One of the main concerns we – your RMOWP board and
staff members – have is how we can stay connected until our
2021conference. As one Board member told me, she “fears
folks will forget about how much fun it is to get together; they
will forget the things they have in common.”
Some ideas we’ve been tossing around include taking our
conversations virtual by hosting online meetings. We’ve
talked about having our photo and writing contest video
available on the RMOWP website. We’re also considering
offering short online workshops
to hone our skills. Maybe we can
even host social get-togethers
over the Internet.
As we look for ways to stay
connected during these strange
times, please know that I
welcome hearing your ideas and
comments. You can email me at
prez@rmowp.org. Until then
please stay safe and keep in
touch!

Rescues, Communications,
and Connectivity
Text and photos by Virginia Parker Staat

In our last newsletter, I extended a gentle challenge to each
of you, asking for photos or articles to let us know what
you’ve been up to during the pandemic lockdown. The ink

White Mountain Sunset

was barely dry on that article when David and I loaded the
camper on the truck and took a six-week road trip. We had
planned to return to Alaska this summer, but with the
Canadian border closed, we chose Idaho and its cooler
climes instead. Over those wonderful six weeks, we drove
over 8,100 miles, dodged fires and cities, and found
hundreds of wild horses to photograph.
The most memorable experience was our rescue off White
Mountain in Wyoming because of what local officials called
a freak blizzard. It was 87 degrees that evening. Less than six
hours later, we were snowbound on a remote dirt road, thirty
miles from pavement. We were never really in danger. Our
truck was just completely stuck in a five-foot tall snowdrift.
With weathermen predicting another foot of snow to fall that
night, we decided it best to let local authorities know where
we were… just in case. The sheriff’s department decided to
send two officers and a snowcat to retrieve us. I’m still
smiling about the whole experience. Seriously… how many
Texans get to ride in a snowcat?

David’s 2irst - and hopefully last ride in a sheriff’s snowcat!

Autumn Splendor
Text & photos by Maryann Gaug ©2020

After a summer of hanging close to home, Rover, my
camper van, begged me to take it camping somewhere,
anywhere. Perhaps my restless spirit grew more restless as
the aspen on the hills near my house started to change.
With kids back in school, the campgrounds wouldn’t be
quite as full and insane as during the Covid-19 summer.
Time to look for gold in them thar’ hills!
My six-day trip included state highways that I hadn’t
driven in years, chosen because I recalled plentiful aspen
or oakbrush along them. I would head west to Glenwood
Springs, then south to make an oval, with a side trip to
Dallas Divide and Telluride.
In Glenwood Canyon I marveled at either the mosaic or
the total black created by the Grizzly Creek wildfire of
August. How two blackened areas can be separated by
one strip of green vegetation boggles my mind. Winding
my way over McClure Pass near Aspen, some trees hadn’t
a clue about changing while others donned leaves painted
in red, yellow, gold, orange, and green. The oakbrush
showed promise of good colors.
Twisty CO 92 south of Hotchkiss proved worth the
slow drive with colorful aspen and nice oakbrush along
the way. Heading west on US 50, my recollection of an
oakbrush sea detoured me to the south rim of the Black
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Contest Winners 2020
See www.rmowp.org for judges comments, images, and other details.

Photography Winners

09 Altered/Composite
1st Ron Belak - Chicago Lakes Storm
2nd Judy Lehmkuhl - Moon at Timberline
3rd Dan Bernskoetter - Leaping Baboon
HM Dan Bernskoetter - American Goldfinch Attack

01 Image from Last Conference
1st Beto Gutierrez - Majestic View
2nd Frank Zurey - Moose in Sprague Lake
3rd Virginia Staat - Trout Comes A-Courting
HM Beto Gutierrez - Cooling off
HM Ron Belak - Marmot Love

10 Black and White
1st Dan Bernskoetter - Cape Buffalo Browse
2nd Beto Gutierrez - Reflections
3rd Frank Zurey - Thunderhead Forming
HM Beto Gutierrez - The Boss
HM David Staat - Mystery Tunnel, Tasmania AU
HM Virginia Staat - Knuckles and Spikes

02 Scenics
1st Diane McKinley - Sunrise from South Street Bridge,
Philadelphia, PA
2nd Beto Gutierrez - Sunset on the Bay
3rd Judy Lehmkuhl - Gruchys Meadow
HM Frank Zurey - Horsetail Falls
HM Ron Belak - Sprague Lake Sunrise

11 Photography – Novice
1st Judy Lehmkuhl - Lensball lake
2nd Judy Lehmkuhl - Pop of color
3rd Judy Lehmkuhl - Museum sunset

03 Flora
1st Dan Bernskoetter - Ashy Sunflower
2nd Judy Lehmkuhl - Fairy Slipper
3rd Frank Zurey - Arctic Gentian
HM Maryann Gaug - Prairie Smoke
HM Ron Belak - Cactus Bloom

12 Published Images
1st Frank Zurey - Mom Helping Calf Swim the Yellowstone
River
2nd Dan Bernskoetter - Buckeye Butterfly
3rd Ron Belak - Trappers Lake Float
HM Judy Lehmkuhl - Iditarod musher leaving Galena
HM Ron Belak - Rufous in Flight

04 Fauna
1st Beto Gutierrez - Owl Family
2nd Beto Gutierrez - Cat on the prowl
3rd Beto Gutierrez - Tern with a catch
HM David Staat - Australasian Darter, AU
HM David Staat - Blue Faced Honey Eater, Kangaroo Island
AU
HM Frank Zurey - Pika Gathering
HM John Thornton - Giant Swallowtail on Cone Flower

Writing and Video Winners
24 Newspaper, Magazine - articles/columns/editorials
1st Ron Belak - Goldens and Tigers and Grayling, Oh My!
2nd Ron Belak - Birding for Beginners
3rd Russ Bromby - Colorado's Master Anglers

05 People in Nature
1st Ron Belak - Andean Tundra Camp
2nd Ron Belak - White Water Ecstacy
3rd Judy Lehmuhl - Pond Explorers

26 Newsletter and Web Writing
1st Virginia Staat - The Cutting Room Floor
2nd Judy Lehmkuhl - Having a Moment
3rd Maryann Gaug - The Unwelcome Guest

06 Historical
1st Diane McKinley - Lady Liberty
2nd Ron Belak - Machu Picchu Panorama
3rd Maryann Gaug - Oldest church in Iceland in Holar
HM David Staat - Strahan Train Engine Turn, Tasmania AU
HM Frank Zurey - Antique Car circa 1905

28 Unpublished Written Works
1st Richard Holmes - Am I Really Retired?
2nd Maryann Gaug - Life at the Edge of the Greenland
Icecap
3rd Judy Lehmkuhl - Plants and People of the Sonoran
Desert

07 Cultural
1st Ron Belak - Child Weaver
2nd Ron Belak - Blessing of the Sheep
3rd Ron Belak - El Mercado en Peru
HM Virginia Staat - Fly Without Wings

30 Video
1st Dan Bernskoetter - South Africa Safari
2nd Ron Belak - The Diversity of Peru
31 Video Clips
1st Ron Belak - The Launch
2nd Maryann Gaug - Kids jumping waves
3rd Frank Zurey - Moose Feeding in Sprauge Lake
HM Maryann Gaug - Cutting fish

08 Natural Phenomena
1st Frank Zurey - Storm Brewing
2nd Virginia Staat - Incoming Storm
3rd Judy Lehmkuhl - Iridescent Cloud
HM Ron Belak - After the Fire
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indicator of the coming change of seasons. Mother Nature
always gives us a show!"
From West Franfort, Illinois, we hear from Joanna Gray
(www.joannagray.jmugmug.com) that she has been healthy
and doing well, and she sends best wishes to her RMOWP
friends. "I have also stayed busy with my freelance business
writing, for which I am grateful. I try to get out to my local
wildlife refuge - Crab Orchard National Wildlife Refuge for bird photography, but more often I just go out to my
back yard, put out the sunflower seeds, and wait to see
which species of birds show up. Yesterday my backyard
visitors were a couple of cedar waxwings and yellowrumped warblers."
From Colorado Springs, Colorado, Peter Kummerfeldt
(www.outdoor-africa.com) tells us, "I took Virginia’s advice
in the most recent newsletter
to get out and photograph
locally to heart. In this case
“local” was our
backyard. Just outside the
dining room window is a
birdbath which attracts a wide
variety of birds needing to
both drink and bathe. All goes
to show you don’t have to
travel far or build a fancy
The new armchair photography.
blind to capture good images
© Peter Kummerfeldt
of your local birds!"
Boulder, Colorado resident Richard Holmes emailed,
"Well I have nothing exciting to report except that I finally
recovered from a heel problem. Plantar fasciitis. Could not
hike or even walk very far. Turns out a lot of people I know
have had this problem. After googling everything I could
find on treatments I found a common denominator. Six
months. No matter what you do it’s going to take around six
months to get better. Have resumed hiking for several
weeks now. That and the pandemic slowed me down."
As we all know, Al Perry, of Herriman, Utah, is another
one to always tell a good story. He emailed, "I was on the
last flight out of India before they shut down all flights to
and from India during the pandemic. My wife picked me up

itself. Peg and I backpacked in the day the No Name Fire
ignited in Glenwood Canyon. When we came out, we took
a shortcut to avoid
Glenwood Springs and I-70.
Our shortcut was a crappy
U.S. Forest Service road
which we had previously
driven. However, I-70 was
shut down from Gypsum to
Glenwood Springs, and
An estimated ("because I released
Google Maps, in all its
him") 3-lb. cutthroat trout from
infinite wisdom, directed all
Crater Lake © Ron Belak
the I-70 traffic down this
narrow, 25-mile long, dirt road without enough room for
two pickups to pass in many places. The road also climbed
3,000 feet up switchbacks--what a mess!"
Ron continues, "Unable to socialize much with friends or
attend public gatherings, I got a good jump on writing my
second book on backcountry fishing. I understand that
Shakespeare did some of his best writing when quarantined
during the plague. Same with me during the COVID
pandemic, but I think far fewer will read my works."
This came from RMOWP vice-president Linda Haehnle of
Aurora, Colorado:
"Remember as a child, returning to school in the fall and
writing an essay on how we spent the summer? Sure, times
were simpler - but there was so much fun and joy in being
outdoors exploring whatever happened to cross our path.
And now we are all grown up, and as photographers we are
still exploring and
enjoying whatever
crosses our path or
catches our eye.
Camera in hand of
course!
"In September, I
spent time in Grand
Teton National Park,
enjoying the beauty
of the changing
aspens, the bugling Aspens glow in the sun but turn moody under
of the elk, the antics
stormy skies. © Linda Haehnle
of the bison, and
observing the way
the light changed
throughout the day.
Some days were
smokier than others
due to the fires in
surrounding states,
but it added to the
appreciation of what
was before me. On
clear days, the aspen colors ranged from golds to oranges
against the striking deep blue sky. I found it still takes my
breath away no matter how many times I see it! There were
cold, crisp mornings – and even a bit of snow - certainly an

Large male coastal brown bears 2ighting for mating rights at
McNeil River Falls, Alaska. © Al Perry, July 2020
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at the Salt Lake City airport, asked me to sit diagonally from
her in the back seat as she drove me home. She told me to
quarantine myself on the lower level of the home and she
would reside on the main level for 15 days. She lowered 1-2
meals each day on a string down a spiral staircase from the
upper level to the lower level. One day the string broke and I
was able to salvage one half of a meal on the bottom step."
Al continued, "During the pandemic, I won the lottery to
photograph at McNeil River Sanctuary in Alaska, which has
the largest concentration of brown bears on earth during the
salmon runs. Also photographed wild horses in Colorado,
Wyoming and Utah these last few months. Used part of the
shutdown time to complete photo books 3 and 4, update my
website (www.alperry.com), and create a 2021 desktop
calendar."
Silverthorne,
Colorado member
Maryann Gaug took
second place in the
Eagle Summit
Wilderness Alliance
2020 Photo Contest
(ESWA, formerly
Friends of the Eagles
Nest Wilderness).
Winning photo: Mt. Holy Cross
See "Autumn
© Maryann Gaug 2009
Splendor" on page 2
of this newsletter for more from Maryann.
Jared Gricoskie of Estes Park, Colorado, longtime
photography instructor with RMOWP's photo workshop, tells
us, "On the naturalist and photo guide front, 2020 has been
ironically one of the hardest and at times, best years of my
career. For a few months in the summer moose sightings
were way up, and my clients had more moments with big
bull moose than I can recall. Sadly nearly all of those habitats
have burned. Plumes of smoke from all over the West made
many sunrises hazy, but a few sunsets were amazing, like this
picture I took with a client, looking at the pyrocumulonimbus clouds of a striking sunset over the Mummy
Range, as parts of Rocky Mountain National Park were
ablaze.

"The alpine sunflowers had a spectacular year, because
even though it was a drought this summer their growth is
heavily determined by last year's snow, which was above
average. So in the challenge of 2020 with smoke, masks,
and social distancing, it reminds me that the future can offer
many great opportunities from the ashes."
For information on Jared's photography guiding services,
Yellow Wood Guiding, and to see more of his photography,
visit www.ywguiding.com.
Travel between states can be interesting during a pandemic,
as Debbie Holte has discovered. Debbie's primary home is
in Denver, but she is also a part-time resident of the Taos,
New Mexico area, with a
casita next door to Barb and
me. Current restrictions in
New Mexico require anyone
entering the state from
Colorado to self-quarantine
for two weeks, a challenge
for those who frequently
cross state lines. But Debbie
reports that she has managed
to get in some hiking with her
dog Annie, while being
socially distant, of course, in
an isolated area near Taos.
Douglasville, Georgia
member Kent Owings
emailed that in late
Annie on the trail in Vallecitos,
September, 2019, he and
southeast of Taos. © Debbie Holte
Suzanne drove from Amarillo
to Flagstaff along as much of Route 66 that they could, and
although they enjoyed it, Colorado and Utah still remain
their two favorite states. Kent also tells us that he postponed
a January 2020, knee replacement surgery because he was
planning to use 2020 to travel. "Ha! Ha!, he says, "The only
traveling I've done this year was to drive from Atlanta to the
Outer Banks of North Carolina for an outdoor photo
workshop."
Judy Lehmkuhl emailed from her home in Golden,
Colorado, "Hi All. Being a natural born recluse, I am
probably suffering less than most people in this interesting
year! After seriously sequestering ourselves in March (since
we had been in Alaska for the Iditarod and flew through
Seattle, the then-hotbed) we settled into a new normal
which included
shopping every
two weeks and
socializing on
Zoom. My
projects included
learning how to
cook all the stuff
abandoned in the
depths of the
freezer, and
Our rescue dog Lucky seeing snow.
sorting my digital
© Judy Lehmkuhl
photos since

As seen from Lavas Cliff a few days after the Cameron Peak Fire
moved into the northern boundary of Rocky Mountain National
Park. © Jared Gricoskie
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2006. The photos fared better!
"Things seemed to lighten up during the summer, so I got a
haircut and eventually...got my nails done! Being fortunate in
the area we live, we hiked, kayaked, four-wheeled, even
finally got a dog! Then came the fires of the apocalypse...too
smoky to go
outside, but
amazing and
tragic
sunsets.
Thank God
the snow put
them down a
bit. Now
covid is
rising again
in our
Sunset on the smoke plume when E Troublesome 2ire county, so it
may be back
blew up in Grand County. © Judy Lehmkuhl
to eating out
of the freezer! Here's to making an innovative and happy
holiday season."
Gunsmithing expert and RMOWP member Fred Zeglin
(www.fredzeglin.com and www.4drentals.com) of Kalispell,
Montana found what others of you also discovered when
trying get out in nature: "We tried camping some this
summer. The campgrounds and much of the backcountry was
packed with out-of-state folks who thought that Quarantine =
free vacation time. The only place we found to camp locally
was a dry camp off a forest road. Anything organized was full
up all summer."
As for what's new at 4D, Fred's gunsmithing tool business,
he says: "We have been buying a couple of copyrights. We
have a book on Checkering Gun Stocks and Gunstock Work
for the beginner. We are looking for more gun/gunsmithing
type books if any members have something to sell."
Cecilia Travis (www.accessiblenature.info) of Golden,
Colorado emails, "Pestilence, fires, floods and politics! What
a year! For family as well as for health reasons, my
excursions into nature have been severely curtailed. I escaped
a few times – twice to
look for bones with
NecroSearch, but mostly
hunted butterflies, bees,
and caterpillars in the
garden and walked
Golden’s streets and
alleys. Highlights
included the bobcat that
crossed a golf path right in
front of me, lovely fall
colors here in town and a
fully costumed astronaut
(about nine or 10 years
old, I think) riding her
Hallowe'en astronaut with mom
equally costumed space
leading the horse space shuttle.
shuttle horse. Not so
© Cecilia Travis
welcome were the

maskless self-presumed
immortals running and
bicycling far too close for my
comfort. Roosevelt and
Arapahoe National Forests and
Rocky Mountain National Park
are closed so I feel very lucky
Sphinx moth caterpillar
for the riches close to home!"
© Cecilia Travis
Like several other RMOWP
authors, Ian King of Conway, Arkansas, has spent much of
his time writing. "I just finished it and it's been published,
a novella called Khristmas in Kabul: Once Upon A Time in
Afghanistan." He says it's about 115 pages long and
available on Amazon.
According to Kelly Gatlin of Datil, New Mexico, "Living
in the country is the place
to be this year, as my
lifestyle has hardly
changed (my nearest
neighbor is 2 miles
away!). No dine-in
options were the main
thing I missed, but now
even Pie Town has a cafe
with a great patio —
Virginia creeper leaves dressed for fall.
complete with hay bale
© Kelly Gatlin
walls!"
Like many of us, Diane McKinley of Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania, is using this time at home to take care of
long-ignored housekeeping projects, in her case clearing
out 18 years worth of stuff!! She says she has made eight
deliveries to local charities and "I still have about 15 years
worth of stuff to go through!" In addition, Diane is taking
online photography classes almost every evening, to
"soothe my soul."
Jack Olson has settled into an assisted living center in
Englewood, Colorado, and is optimistic that promised
physical therapy will help him get stronger and back to a
more normal life. He had been in two rehabilitation
programs – one that he said was really helping and another
that wasn't – and the Coronavirus pandemic kept him
locked away from his former apartment. It took a while,
but Jack now has his old phone number and computer
back, and has been talking by phone and receiving emails,
including emails from a long-time friend in Holland.
Jack wants me to pass along that vision problems have
slowed down his ability to type emails, but he can read
them, and he enjoys phone calls from friends. The assisted
living center is allowing visitors, but like many places
everyone stays at least six feet apart, wears masks, and no
handshakes. He says he was given a book with photos by
acclaimed photographer David Muench, Jack's hero in his
early days of photography. But if you really want to make
Jack happy, drop off some Dunkin' Donuts.
Meanwhile, Harry Snelson tells us that he is staying
healthy, and adds, "I really hated that you had to cancel the
meeting this year but it was the safe thing to do. Hopefully
6
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Laines Thrown out of
New Mexico State Park!

2021 well be a better year."
Referring to Barb and my
expulsion from the New
Mexico state park
campgrounds, he says, "My
COVID experience has
taken the opposite track. I
bought a used pop-up
camper and have been
traveling around visiting
Here's my idea of how s'mores
the Iowa State Parks. It's
socially
distance at Ledges State
been great fun but
Park.
© Harry Snelson
obviously, judging by the
crowds, not a unique idea!"
Ryan Weishalla of Downs, Illinois, hasn't been doing much
photography the last few years, except for some horse show
photography for friends, and shooting birds out his back
porch door. He works from home for his day job and
continues to volunteer at the local bar/tavern that his friend
owns.
Once again a resident of McAllen, Texas, Beto Gutierrez,
emailed that he and Clare are staying safe and going out to a
restaurant now and then, but
only if there are few
customers, and they are
diligent about masks and safe
distance. He said that Santa
Clara Ranch
(www.santaclararanch.com),
the wildlife photography nonprofit he and Clare own, is
busy with photographers
coming in from all over the
country, but that ranch
manager Hector Astorga takes
care of the guiding.
Beto, who is an MD, adds,
"I did return to hospital for
some work two weeks ago,
Sunset from our new home
and will be going to committee
© Beto Gutierrez
meetings but with safe healthy
protocols. I am biking on a
mountain bike ten to 20 miles three times a week… We
moved to a new house five weeks ago, up the street from
our old residence.
Much smaller home
— had to give away
lots of furniture,
dinnerware, and
clothes." Beto also
mentioned that
Clare finished her
fourth book and is
about to send it to a
publisher.

By Don Laine

Tired of northern New Mexico's cold and windy spring
weather, on March 11 Barb and I, and our wonder-dog Zoe,
headed south in Thor, our 24-foot motor home. Since our
plan was to spend at least three or four weeks in New
Mexico's southern (and warmer) state parks, our first stop
was at state park headquarters in Santa Fe to buy an annual
camping pass. With pass in hand, we headed down to
Brantley Lake State Park, just north of Carlsbad.
The next day we met Virginia and David Staat at Living
Desert Zoo & Gardens State Park in Carlsbad, where
Virginia gave a presentation on her recently published
book, The Legend of El Patron, the story of a renegade
black bear (www.virginiastaat.com).
After the presentation we had a late lunch with Virginia
and David, which, come to think about it, was the last
restaurant we've been in. Then we headed to a commercial
campground south of Carlsbad. The next morning – Friday
the 13th – we headed west, dropping down into Texas on
our way to Leasburg Dam State Park, just north of Las
Cruces, New Mexico. We took a wrong turn in El Paso,
driving in circles for what seemed an eternity, before
finally finding an on-ramp for the interstate and getting to
Leasburg Dam in the early afternoon.
But there was something very wrong: RVs of all shapes
and sizes were
lined up along
the exit road of
the park. And
then we saw it –
a handwritten
sign stating that,
effective
immediately, the
park was closed.
What?!
As part of New
Mexico's efforts
to slow the
Our private pool overlooking the Rio Grande at
spread of the
Riverbend Hot Springs.
Coronavirus,
state officials had
determined that all state parks be closed, effective
immediately.
Some parks re-opened for day use during the summer.
But it took until October 1 to open the campgrounds, and
then only to New Mexicans and only by reservation. We
quickly reserved a campsite for a week at a campground at
Elephant Butte Lake State Park, and while there had a
thoroughly enjoyable morning along the Rio Grande at
Riverbend Hot Springs in nearby Truth or Consequences.
What a treat!

Beto & Clare toast
"all our RMOWP friends."
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wonderful twelve-sided barn locally known as the Brown
Swiss Dairy barn located just west of town. As I drove by
the barn, I noticed numerous Amish horse-drawn buggies
passing by the barn. A perfect photo-op! I got out of my
car, set up my Nikon D800 camera on a tripod and waited
for one of the buggies to pass by the barn. Sure enough,
and after a few tries, I captured the shot I was waiting for.
The photo shown here is the one that I captured.
When I started this project back in 1985, I was 34 years
old. Now that I am 68 years old and mostly retired, what is
a man to do? Well this time about, I thought maybe it’s
time to do an update on my 1985-1988 Indiana Round
Barn Survey with the goal of coming out with a second
edition of my book, A Round Indiana. So, in early 2019 I
contacted Justin Race, Director of Purdue University Press
(The Press) and inquired if The Press would have an
interest in preparing a second edition of A Round Indiana.
A few weeks went by and sure enough The Press decided
to give it another try, culminating in a second edition of A
Round Indiana being published in September 2020.
During my 2019 research, an explosion of new
information came from the ability to conduct internet
keyword newspaper searches. All told, my findings
indicate that at least 266 round (true-circular and multisided) barns were built in Indiana prior to 1950 and that
only 71 of these original barns were still standing as of
September 2020.
For those interested in obtaining a copy of the book just
send me an email (jthanou@yahoo.com) and I will provide
you with some options. Thanks for reading!!

Menno S. Yoder’s 1908 Brown Swiss Dairy Twelve-Sided Barn,
Shipshewana, Indiana Photo: JTH-2018

The Round Barns of Indiana
Text & photos by John T. Hanou
“Generally speaking, our farms are utterly devoid of anything
like artistic features. There being no indication of original
thought or beauty, much less actual practical utility.”
—Benton Steele: Father of “the ideal circular barn”

New Year’s Day, 1985, was a typical winter day in Indiana
—cold, wet, and overcast—but the roads were clear. Days
like this are wonderful because of the solitude, and in my
opinion, these days are the best times to take photographs.
On this particular day, a photo excursion took me to
Jackson County in southern Indiana. Heading over a small
rise on a country road a beautiful white round barn came
into view. I stopped, photographed it, and proceeded down
the road. After one or two turns, another round barn as
beautiful as the first came into view. As I photographed it,
it occurred to me that these barns would make an
interesting photographic subject. At that moment in time I
decided to photograph all the round barns in Indiana. Little
did I know that I would eventually turn up 226 circular
barns and that this project would take eight years with the
culmination of the publication of A Round Indiana by
Purdue University Press in 1993.
Let us fast forward 25 years to October 2018. This time
around, I was driving my old 2006 BMW from Severna
Park, Maryland to Mazomanie, Wisconsin to deliver the
car to one of my
daughters.
Taking a
northerly route
through Indiana,
I decided to
swing by
Shipshewana,
known for its
large Amish
population.
Shipshewana
Frederick Retter round barn, built in 1907 in
also has a

[Ed. Note: The first edition
of John’s book took Best of
Show Writing in RMOWP’s
2017 contest.]

RMOWP Board Election Results
We had a 68% return this year - well done.
Re-elected for 2-year terms:
Maryann Gaug as treasurer
Diane McKinley as secretary
Board members elected for 3-year tems:
Peter Kummerfeldt, Colorado Springs, Colorado
David Staat, The Woodlands, Texas
There were no write-ins.
Thank you all.

Randolph County. Photo: JTH-2019
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pronunciations! My mom used to pronounce Tejon, Teejohn.
From the above tidbits of writing and journalism, sounds
to me like I prefer the New Mexico Hatch chiles. Can I
come to New Mexico now?
(signed) Chuckles, Maryann (native Coloradoan)
P.S. Governor Polis is a native Coloradoan, too, born in
Boulder to the founders of Blue Mountain Arts, the
greeting card and book publishing company.
Kelly: Bueno fine by golly, your good humor (plus
admitting to buying Hatch chiles) opens the door for you!
And for the record, I do enjoy the cards from Blue
Mountain Arts too!
(signed) Hasta, Kelly
For those interested in more about the Great Chile War,
Maryann sends these links:
https://www.pastemagazine.com/food/chile-pepper/thegreat-green-chile-debate-colorado-vs-new-mexic/

The Great Chile War
New Mexico and Colorado usually get along just fine. In fact,
the two states share ownership of the Cumbres & Toltec
Scenic Railroad, which runs
between Chama, New
Mexico, and Antonito,
Colorado, and which many
of the attendees of the
Alamosa conference
enjoyed riding.
However, a rivalry has
developed over who has
the best chile (or chili).
This fall, a small group
planned a luncheon meeting
in Chimayo, New Mexico.
It was cancelled for several
reasons, including the
pandemic, and because New
This says it all!
Mexico's governor was
(Above is the logo for the town of
Hatch. Visit www.villageo2hatch.org
demanding that visitors
for more information.)
from certain high-risk
states, including Colorado,
self-quarantine for two weeks upon entering the state. It was
agreed that in place of the luncheon we would raise our
glasses in a toast on October 26.
Maryann Gaug, from Silverthorne, Colorado, RMOWP’s
treasurer, objected to Colorado being considered high risk.
Among those she complained to was Kelly Gatlin, of Datil,
New Mexico, former RMOWP president and board member.
What follows is their email exchange.
Kelly: Maryann, here’s the real reason them Colarady folks
aren’t allowed across our state line: Your gov'ner has been
making outrageous claims about your green chili being better
than our’n. Supposed to come from someplace called Peeebla. I guess that’s close to Buuna Vista, over there by Del
Nort. Now, it’s bad enough to butcher bonafide Spanish names
for your towns, but when you cast aspersions on our Beloved
Green Chile (with an “e”), them’s fightin’ words!
So, if you’re willing to denounce your leader’s egregious
statements, I think we can make an exception for at least some
of you.
Gotta have a nuther of them Margaritas, just for practice…
(signed) Kelly (native New Mexican doncha know)
Maryann: Well shiver me timbers, Kelly! I didn't realize
there was such a hot debate about Hatch vs. Pueblo (Peeeblo?) green chiles!
Now our current governor, Jared Polis, is a jovial bloke and
I'm sure he loves a good chile war. Up my way in the cold
North and mountainous area of Colorado, I can easily buy
your beloved Hatch chiles. Can't recall those Pee-ebla
versions at the Farmers' Market.
BTW, do check your map. Buuna Vista and Del Nort ain't
so close to each other. We do love to slaughter Spanish

https://www.denverpost.com/2019/09/18/pueblo-chilecolorado/

Wishing everyone a joyous holiday season.
May we all stay well and meet again in
2021 in a happier and healthier time.

"Moonrise over Taos Mountain" © Barb Laine 2006
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looked cold, reminding me winter is coming too soon to the
high country.
After a very cold night camping in South Fork (thank
heavens for Rover’s propane furnace), I headed over Wolf
Creek Pass. The east side aspen were colorful, while the
green leaves on the west side still clung to summer. From
Pagosa Springs I headed south to Chama, New Mexico,
where I had to Covid-quarantine myself in Rover for 30
miles. Well worth no stops because the aspen on the way up
Cumbres Pass and down La Manga Pass flaunted their
brilliant colors. With no place to pull off the narrow road,
only vivid memories remain.
After a night in Alamosa, I hoped for colorful
cottonwoods along the Arkansas River, but they still wore
green leaves until I turned north at Buena Vista to head to
Leadville. Much to my surprise a few aspen hadn’t yet lost
their leaves between Leadville and Silverthorne.
I couldn’t have timed my trip better. My choice of
winding state highways, with little traffic, gave me time to
enjoy my surroundings. Satisfied with the journey, the
memories of colorful foliage and camping will carry Rover
and my restless spirit through the long white winter.

Cont. from p. 2

Aspen along CO 92 south of Hotchkiss

Canyon. I timed that perfectly -- the red, green, orange,
yellow, and tan leaves didn’t disappoint. Finding a parking
spot along the narrow road to take photos became a
challenge. Lots of sightseers!
Dallas Divide aspen didn’t match their reputation as some
hadn’t changed, and others had lost their leaves. One hill,
however, dazzled my eyes, a vibrant clump of golden aspen
nestled in red, orange, and green oakbrush. Towering Mount
Sneffels reminded me of the two climbs I made to the top. I
climbed what? Spectacular hills greeted me as I approached
Telluride, a medley of yellow leaves mixed in with dark
spruce and fir.
Retracing part of my drive, I headed south to Lake City
down CO 149. Golden cottonwood trees formed a canopy to
drive under. Bright yellow aspen adorned the hills as I
headed up 11,530-foot Slumgullion Pass. Luckily a pullout
appeared at a tight switchback as a semi headed downhill
(please stay on your side!). Windy Point Overlook provided
a good photo op, including 14,015-foot Wetterhorn’s pointy
peak. I can still feel the fear when climbing the last steep
face with a long drop below. I sat on top and didn’t move
until we had to descend. I climbed what? The naked aspen at
the top of Slumgullion and Spring Creek Pass (10,889 feet)

Autumn splendor at Dallas Divide
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